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ABSTRACT
Here, 13C and 15N solid state NMR is used as the main and most effective characterization technique
on nitrogen-containing hydrothermal carbons obtained from glucose and glycine. This study
1

represents a model system for other types of nitrogen-containing hydrothermal carbons, which were
shown to have interesting energy-storage properties (Zhao et al. Adv. Mater., 2010, 22, 5202).
These materials are obtained either from N-containing carbohydrates or from pure carbohydrates in
the presence of natural amino-containing compounds such as proteins or aminoacids. In contrast to
what is generally known for this model system, high molecular weight heterogeneous polymers that
are formed when sugars and amino acids combine through the Maillard reaction (e.g., melanoidins),
we found an extended nitrogen-containing aromatic network which is chemically bound to a
polyfuran network known to be one of the main components of the biomass derived hydrothermal
carbons. In contrast to the hydrothermal carbons obtained from pure carbohydrates, these types of
N-containing materials have an increased level of aromatic character already present at 180°C, after
the hydrothermal treatment.

KEYWORDS. Nitrogen Doped Carbons, Hydrothermal Carbonization, Glucose, Glycine, 13C solidstate MAS NMR, Double quantum NMR, sugar-amino acids interactions.
Introduction
In the past 10 years, the hydrothermal treatment of biomass has gained an increasing interest in the
field of material science. Many studies focus already on both applications 1 and fundamental 2
aspects motivated by the interest in producing carbonaceous powders with tunable sizes and surface
properties directly from raw, processed and even waste biomass 3. Recent review articles can be
consulted for an overview on the progress regarding this topic over the past few years 4. The most
interesting point of this approach is undoubtedly the perspective of processing waste biomass
(lignins, cellulose, starch) into valuable carbonaceous materials although the main research so far
has been done using pure carbohydrates normally present in biomass composition. One of the main
reasons for that is the fact that the chemical reactions which transform saccharides into
hydrothermal carbons are extremely complex and they had first to be understood starting from
2

simple model systems 5. It is widely known that saccharides dehydrolize to form furans 6 and we
have already pointed out the importance of such intermediate reactants in the formation of the final
material. Different techniques like FT-IR2b, XPS and XRD 7 have been used to identify the structure
of the amorphous material but, so far, the best results regarding the final structure of such carbon
materials were obtained by using advanced solid state NMR techniques2a, which attested the
presence of an abundant polyfuran core instead of the expected aromatic network, previously
reported by other authors2b.
One important advantage of these carbons is undoubtedly the possibility of modifying the
surface 8 or the bulk of the carbonaceous network by introducing hetero atoms such as transition
metals1i, 1q, 9 or nitrogen 10. Hybrid metal-carbon nanostructures have been obtained with potential
application in catalysis. The introduction of N-atoms within the bulk or at surface structure of these
materials is extremely interesting given the multitude of applications such as, for example, pHresponsive adsorbents 11 , supercapacitors 12 , fuel cell electrodes 13 , CO 2 adsorbers 14 and materials
with extremely high conductivities 15. We have recently shown the possibility of making nitrogenrich carbon nanoparticles using a mixture of glucose and ovalbumin 16 , while glucosamine and
chitosan10 can also be used as simultaneous nitrogen sources. Preliminary results show a very good
and highly selective CO 2 uptake suggesting that such materials could be successful candidates as
CO 2 sequestration agents 17 or for use in supercapacitors 18. For this reason we want to address the
problem of structural identification no matter which natural nitrogen sources, like aminosugars,
aminoacids or proteins, are used. We will use both

13

C and

15

N solid state NMR experiments to

identify carbon and nitrogen sites and compare the structure of a nitrogen-containing material to a
nitrogen-free one, pointing out the most important structural differences. In particular, a double
isotope-enriched glucose-glycine mixture will be used as model system and compared to nonenrichable ones. In addition, we will show that the hydrothermal treatment of glucose and glycine,
which is the classical reaction to make melanoidin resins, actually leads to a highly complex
material with an unexpected structure of very different nature than typical melanoidin resins
3

themselves, which were recently investigated by a combination of advanced 13C and 15N solid state
NMR experiments 19.
Here, we will use a multinuclear NMR approach to show that the combination of longer reaction
times and higher temperatures under hydrothermal conditions drastically brings the widely known
Maillard reaction between glucose and glycine to its extreme condensation products characterized
with a high load of aromatic nitrogen-containing groups, which were not observed before in the
final raw material. Interestingly, no matter the complexity of the nitrogen source, the final material
seems to have very close structural features. The better knowledge of the nitrogen-containing
carbonaceous structure should help understanding the energy-storage properties of these materials
and, eventually, improve and control them through synthesis.
Experimental Section
Sample HC gly-C13-N15-gly preparation. 10 mL of a deionized water solution containing 1g of
fully labeled D-Glucose-13C 6 (Aldrich, CAS:110187-42-3) and 0.4 g of glycine-15N (Aldrich, CAS:
7299-33-4) is inserted into a glass vial inside a typical PTFE-lined autoclave system for
hydrothermal reaction at 180°C for 24h. After reaction, the autoclave is cooled down in a water
bath at room temperature. The obtained black solid powder is then separated from the remaining
aqueous solution by centrifugation (7000 rpm for 20 minutes) and dried at 80°C in an oven under
vacuum during 12 hours.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images were acquired on a LEO 1550/LEO GmbH
Oberkochen provided with an Everhard Thornley secondary electron and In-lens detectors.
Elemental analysis. Chemical analysis was performed on a (C, N, O, S, H) Elementar Vario Micro
Cube.
NMR experiments. 1H and 13C solid-state Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) NMR experiments have
been acquired on a Bruker Avance 300 MHz (7 T) spectrometer using 4 mm zirconia rotors
spinning at a MAS frequency of ν MAS = 14 kHz. 1H and 13C chemical shifts were referenced relative
to tetramethylsilane (TMS; δ= 0 ppm). Details on one pulse MAS, Cross Polarization (CP) MAS,
4

Inversion Recovery Cross Polarization (IRCP), CP MAS homonuclear single-quantum doublequantum (SQ-DQ) 13C correlation experiments have been published elsewhere2a.
15

N one pulse experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz (11.7 T) spectrometer

using 7 mm zirconia rotors at ν MAS = 5 kHz. An anti-ring pulse programme (ARING) with a 90°
pulse angle of 7.70 µs was used. Recycle delay of 30 s and number of transients of 2000 were found
to be optimal conditions. 15N{1H} CP-MAS experiments were done using a recycle delay of 3 s and
a contact time of 2 ms, TPPM decoupling was applied during signal acquisition and the number of
transients was 7200.
Triple resonance CPMAS 13C{1H,15N} heteronuclear correlation was recorded on a 700 MHz (16.4
T) spectrometer with a 3.2 mm zirconia rotor (ν MAS = 22 kHz) using a triple 1H-X-Y probe. A
standard double CP pulse scheme (Sup Mat Figure1) was used. Typical acquisition values were:
proton 90° flip angle, t90°= 2.75 µs, 15N{1H} and 13C{15N} contact times, t c1 = 5 ms and t c2 = 1 ms,
64 increments in the indirect dimension, and 1200 transients. Quadrature detection was achieved
using the States method 20.

Results
As pointed out already in the introduction, given the amorphous nature of HC and their chemical
heterogeneity, it is impossible to perform a clear-cut structural study using characterization
techniques like XRD, infrared spectroscopy or even XPS, whose poor resolution does not provide
full pieces of information. Recently, we have used solid state NMR to solve the structure of
hydrothermal carbon from glucose2a and identify nitrogen sites in glucosamine-derived HC
samples10. Similar experiments are very helpful whenever chemical enrichment is possible, which is
seldom the case, especially if raw biomass is employed in the synthesis of HC. For this reason, we
concentrated our attention onto the glycine-glucose derived HC as a model system. We employed
15

N-glycine and 13C-glucose both as spin-1/2 nitrogen and carbon sources.

5

Some preliminary morphological studies of nitrogen-doped hydrothermal carbon powders
obtained from glucose and glycine are very similar to the previously synthesized carbon
materials5,2a. Sup Mat Figure 2 shows SEM micrographs of typical spherical microparticles as
usually obtained from the hydrothermal carbonization process. The elemental composition shows
that about 8.4 ± 0.5 w% of nitrogen is incorporated inside the material (C: 63.3 ± 1.0 w%, H: 5.5 ±
1.0 w%); this value is comparable with the ones obtained in the presence of the ovalbumin protein16
as well as from glucosamine10. Even if elemental analysis shows that nitrogen is successfully
incorporated in the sample, nothing can be told about the nature of the N sites and whether the
glycine motif is kept intact as in the case of melanoidins19 or underwent chemical modification. 13C
and

15

N solid state NMR experiments discussed below will bring a detailed answer to these

questions.
The first point to be addressed is the validity of using the glucose-glycine mixture as model
compound. Figure 1 shows the

13

C CP MAS response of a set of nitrogen-containing samples

obtained from the hydrothermal treatment of and glucose/albumin16, 15N-glucosamine10 (Figure 1c)
the mixtures

13

C-glucose/15N-glycine (Figure 1d) compared with pure glucose (Figure 1a) . We

have previously observed2a that a contact time of 3 ms is enough to homogeneously excite the
whole 13C population, allowing a qualitative but reliable comparison among the relative intensities
of the 13C resonance peaks. A close comparison among the spectra shows very similar features: the
amount of C=O groups (200-210 and 175 ppm) and aliphatic carbons (10-60 ppm) is significant
unless glucosamine alone is used; the aromatic region is dominated by a large intense peak between
123 and 130 ppm (shaded region in Figure 1), which is generally absent when glucose (Figure 1a)
alone is processed, and two peaks at 150 and 110 ppm, assigned to, respectively, C=C-O and
HC=C-O groups. The resonance in the aromatic region around 125 ppm is very intense for the HC
glu-C13-N15-gly system, indicating a larger aromatic network, whose existence is hard to prove in
the HC glu sample. In fact, we have previously2 shown that hydrothermal treatment of glucose
provides a carbonaceous scaffold whose amorphous structure is dominated by an extended furan6

type network. For this reason and given the possibility to use 13C-enriched glucose and 15N-enriched
glycine, we show hereafter a full structural study of their hydrothermal derivative with our
discussion based on the C-H, C-N and C-C local environments.

Figure 1 – 13C CP MAS NMR experiments (t c = 3 ms) recorded on pure C13-glucose-derived carbons (HC glu)
and several nitrogen-containing hydrothermal carbon materials: (a) sample HC glu; (b) HC glu-albumin; (c) HC
glu-N15-glucosamine; (d) HC glu-C13-N15-gly. In (a) glucose is used alone but it can co-react with (b)
ovalbumin16 and (c) 15N-glucosamine.10 In (d), 13C-glucose reacts in presence of 15N-glycine. Note: the better
signal-to-noise ratio of HC glu and HC glu-C13-N15-gly derives from 13C enrichment.

The structural investigation of the nitrogen-containing carbonaceous material is done according to
a previously published experimental line.2a In that occasion, different NMR techniques were
combined together to identify the main constituents of the carbonaceous scaffold obtained from
hydrothermal treatment of glucose. Here, a similar approach is used; in particular, one-pulse
and

15

13

C

N MAS NMR experiment allows the quantitative identification of all carbon and nitrogen

sites and are presented here in Figure 2a and Figure 3a; cross polarization (CP) and inversion
recovery cross polarization (IRCP) experiments give an unambiguous insight on protonated carbons
and nitrogen sites; in particular, IRCP helps discriminating between CH, CH 2 and CH 3 groups 21.
Figure 2b and Figure 3b present

13

C and

15

N CP MAS experiments performed at a given contact

time but the full set of data on CP and IRCP experiments can be found in Sup Mat Figure 3 and Sup
Mat Figure 4. Finally, two-dimensional SQ-DQ 13C and HETCOR {1H}15N-13C experiments allow
7

identification of, respectively, carbon environments within one C-C atomic bond2a,

22

and NH-C

proximities.

Figure 2 - Comparison between 13C MAS NMR experiments acquired on the HC glu-C13-N15-gly system under
the following conditions: a) one-pulse; b) CP performed at t ct = 50 µs; c) projection from the SQ-DQ 13C
experiment at t c = 3 ms; d) projection from the HETCOR 15N-13C experiment.

Carbon-proton proximities
Chemical shift analysis combined with cross-polarization experiments were used to discriminate
between carbonyl, aromatic and aliphatic groups (Figure 2b). In particular, variation of contact time
in CP experiments (Sup Mat Figure 3c) nicely allows to discriminate between protonated and non
protonated sp 2 carbons while IRCP experiments give an insight on the degree of protonation of
aliphatic carbon atoms (Sup Mat Figure 3 a,b).
Carbon-nitrogen proximities
The structural analysis was completed by one-pulse nitrogen-15 and

15

N{1H} cross polarization

NMR experiments (Figure 3). First of all, in good agreement with elemental analysis (8.4 ± 0.5
w%) these experiments clearly show that nitrogen is well introduced inside the carbonaceous
network and it is surrounded by different carbon environments. Chemical shifts at -75 and -250 ppm
8

indicate, respectively, sp2 and sp3 nitrogen-carbon bonds.{1H}15N CP (Figure 3b) only shows
protonated nitrogen sites, whose chemical shift range (-200/-300 ppm) indicates the presence of
amide or pyrrole groups 23 ; interestingly, amine groups which are initially introduced via the
glycine molecule, have massively reacted since the NH 2 resonance at -330 ppm is very low;
additionally, the

15

N one pulse experiment (Figure 3a) shows non-protonated aromatic, pyridinic

and pyrazine-like groups (0-150 ppm).

Figure 3 – 15N one-pulse and CP-MAS (with 2 ms contact time) spectra of HC glu-C13-N15-gly and 15N
projection of the 13C{1H, 15N} HETCOR experiment.

This preliminary analysis shows very interesting features which make this material very different
from the hydrothermal carbon obtained from pure glucose2a; in particular, the introduction of
nitrogen induces a systematic aromatization of the carbonaceous network.
Deeper insights on the type of C-C and N-C bonds can be obtained from the 13C{1H, 15N} triple
resonance cross polarization NMR experiments shown in Figure 4. Here, an initial

15

N{1H} cross

polarization step at an optimum contact time (t c1 = 5 ms) excites all protonated nitrogen atoms
(Figure 3); then, polarization is transferred to

13

C nuclei via a second contact time (tc 2 = 1 ms)

which was chosen long enough to detect a signal with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio but short
enough to probe the shortest possible C-N distances. The use of the proton bath to excite the

15

N
9

spins limits the accessibility to solely N-H groups (-150/-300 ppm) with respect to the entire
nitrogen population which also includes aromatic sites (0/-150 ppm) (Figure 3a). Any attempt to run
a complementary 15N{1H, 13C} experiment failed. For this reason, we stress the fact that the results
obtained from this experiment only concern protonated nitrogen environments.

Figure 4 – 2D map showing the double CP 13C{1H, 15N} experiment on the HC glu--C13-N15-gly system and
obtained with pulse sequence shown in Sup Mat Figure 1. Contact times for each cross polarization step are
given in the figure. Insight on the possible chemical groups are reported in Figure 5. Note that here “R” is just a
general notation to refer to C or H elements.

The 2D

13

C{1H,

proximities. The

15

15

N} map in Figure 4 provides a direct fingerprint of the nitrogen-to-carbon

N-filtered

13

C projection shows two main regions, one with two peaks at 130.0

and 136.7 ppm and the other at 70 ppm while the 15N projection shows three resonances at about 195.0, -230.0 and -250.0 ppm. As expected, these values are comparable with simple 15N{1H} CP
experiments in Figure 3. A deep look at the 2D map shows that C=CH-NH groups are the most
abundant species in the material, followed by CH x -NH species. On the contrary, no specific
correlation is found between (protonated) nitrogen and carbonyl groups, suggesting that amides are
10

not relevant. This result is quite interesting as it suggests that the signal between 130.0 and 136.0
ppm mainly relates to pyrolic species.
Carbon-carbon connectivities
Two double quantum single quantum correlation experiments were recorded in order to select
different types of carbon environments. In the first one (Figure 5a), a
35 µs was employed before the excitation of DQ

13

13

C{1H} contact time (t c ) of

C coherences while in the second one (Figure

5b) the t c was much longer (3 ms). The shorter the t c , the higher the selectivity to detect protonated
carbons. In both cases the SQ-DQ

13

C excitation and reconversion time was the same (285.7 µs)

and chosen in order to observe only the direct carbon-carbon bonds2a,22.
At short contact time (35 µs - Figure 5a), most of the constitutive chemical units can be
identified. In particular, (1) and (1a) refer to the classical furane unit connected to aliphatic groups
via the α-carbon atom while (4) shows keto-aliphatic and intra-aliphatic bonds. These species were
already observed on the glucose-derived hydrothermal carbon and are quite typical for these
materials2a. Additionally, more specific bonds can be identified in this nitrogen-containing sample.
First of all, the on-diagonal cross-peak at 127.5 ppm (2) now dominates the 2D map (Figure 5a,b);
in particular, its on-diagonal position suggests the existence of abundant aromatic units while the
off-diagonal (2a) peaks at δ= 151 and 109 ppm suggest the presence of possible phenols. The crosspeak at 127.5 ppm also indicates the existence of possible pyrazine or pyridine units that can be
related to the existence of the broad peak at -75 ppm in the one-pulse

15

N spectrum in Figure 3.

Finally, specific furanic-aromatic bonds could also be proposed (2a). Pyrrole-type compounds,
proposed after the 13C{1H, 15N} HETCOR experiment, could be justified by cross-peaks (3) while
NH-CH groups should be observed in (5). At longer contact times, the SQ-DQ experiment does not
bring further information on the material core-network but it shows the existence of newly
appearing and self-correlating cross-peaks, as outlined by the connecting black arrow. In particular,

11

the COOH group at 176 ppm is readily connected to a cheto-bond (202 ppm) through a chemical
group resonating at 106 ppm, whose exact attribution constitutes a harsh task at the moment. These

12

Figure 5 – HC glu-C13-N15-gly. SQ-DQ 13C maps obtained for equal double quantum excitation and
reconversion times (285.7 µs). Contact time before double quantum coherences excitation is t c = 35 µs (a) and t c =
3 ms (b).

cross-peaks probably identify isolated or grafted molecules whose lack of signal at short contact
times rather depends on their mobility (less efficient cross polarization transfer) than on the lack of
protonated environment; in fact, CP and IRCP experiments show that carbon peaks at 70.6 ppm and
106.7 ppm are indeed protonated. In Figure 5b we propose the possible molecular structure, which,
according to the exact nature of R and R’ groups, may be related to organic acids-derivatives (e.g.,
dihydroxyfumaric acid, tartaric acid or dehydroacorbic acid).
After combining the pieces of information obtained from one-pulse, CP, IRCP, HETCOR 15N-13C
and SQ-DQ

13

C experiments presented above, the deconvolution of the one-pulse

13

C spectrum

(Sup Mat Figure 4) of the HC glu-13C-15N-gly sample (Figure 2a) shows not less than 25 different
carbon species, whose list of resonances, chemical shift values and tentative attribution is listed in
Supp Mat Table 1.
If compared with literature, the glucose/glycine system is well-known for its reactivity in
hydrolytic medium undergoing Maillard reaction, which is at the origin of the non-enzymatic
13

browning in food chemistry and in the synthesis of melanoidin resins19, 24 . Nevertheless, the
conditions employed in the HC process higher temperatures (temperatures above 160°C, selfgenerated pressures - 10-30 bars – and residence times between 12 and 24 hours) produce a
different material: typical melanoidins keep up to 60% of glycine molecules intact and formation of
pyrazines and pyridines is generally not observed while 13C and 15N NMR experiments on glycinederived HC’s show no trace of leftover glycine and the overall amount of NH 2 groups has almost
quantitatively reacted further. Maillard reaction cascades are the most probable pathways that
transform sugar, sugar derivatives and amines into cyclic compounds but the formation of modified
pyrazines 25 , furanones, pyranones 26 and pyrroles24b is largely documented more as degradation
compounds rather than as network-forming bricks.
To go further, one should not forget that the main degradation product of glucose is
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), which is the main reactive compound in the formation of
hydrothermal carbon2a,5 and that spectroscopic signature of furane rings is still abundant in the final
nitrogen-containing HC material. The C site in α-position in furan rings and their derivatives can
easily polymerize via radical, cationic or anionic reactions 27 ; nitrogen-containing derivatives of
HMF can also be synthesised as precursors for linear and branched polymers 28 but the chemical
processes behind are still quite unclear because the reaction between glucose, furans and glycine
does not stop at the simple glycine incorporation and methods to follow the reactions in-situ are at
the moment not developed yet.
Conclusions
Nitrogen-containing carbons constitute a new class of interesting energy-storage materials. The
use of renewable resources in combination of hydrothermal treatment also constitutes a cheap way
to introduce nitrogen within a carbonaceous scaffold. Nevetheless, the complexity of the reaction
mechanism and of the final structure itself constitute a barrier to the understanding, tought the
improving, of these materials.

14

Treating natural nitrogen-containing molecules such aminoacids or proteins with glucose or
aminated saccharides such as chitosan or glucosamine under hydrothermal conditions provide the
formation of nitrogenated materials up to 8-10 w%. Here, we have carried out a specific structural
study on the glycine/glucose system using solid state NMR and isotopically-enriched (13C and 15N)
sources. One-dimensional 13C experiments (one-pulse and CP MAS) showed that all hydrothermal
carbons have very similar structures no matter the complexity of the carbon source. Then, the
presence of extended aromatic domains in coexistance with the expected furan network is
documented and constituted the main feature of these materials.
Finally, the combination of one-dimensional (CP, IRCP) and two-dimensional (single quantum
double quantum 13C, double CP 13C{1H, 15N}) experiments help drawing the carbon-to-carbon and
carbon-to-nitrogen chemical arrangements. We were able to propose several possible structures
which include the presence of pyrazine motifs connected to furans and we showed the quasiabsence of NH 2 groups. Interestingly, the structure of such a material is very atypical for the
Maillard reaction between glucose and glycine, which normally react to give melanoidin resins for
which only the byproducts were shown to contain aromatic nitrogens but never the final solid.
There is no trace left of the initial glycine and glucose. Instead they completely rearranged into an
extended pyrazo-furanic matrix. The exact mechanism is still ambiguous but possible reactions
between the alpha-carbons of furans and the pyrazines is a possible explanation.

15
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